Introduction
In article "Elements of Life" (read it at http://pulse-academy.com/researchroom) we have studied 4 macroElements by Dr. Samokhotsky (potassium, calcium, magnesium, sodium) in their relations with Chinese Elements. On the other hand, a branch of science like genetics utilizes also only four components -four types of Nitro genous bases as follows: -Cytosine (C); -Adenine (A); -Guanine (G); -Uracil (U) or Thymine (T). It is surprising how only the four Elemental bricks are capable to form the DNA sequence and organize the "software" of all living organism on the Earth.
Let's try to establish the relations between the macroElements by Dr. Samokhotsky and Nitrogenous bases as well as Chinese Elements.
The starting point
In accordance with common point of view, the genetic code has following peculiarities: -Triplet code: the meaningful unit type is a combination of three nucleotides (a triplet, or a codon).
-Continuity: there are no punctuation marks between triplets, that is, information is read continuously.
-Disjointness: the same nucleotide cannot simultaneously be present in the two or more triplets (not applicable to some overlapping genes of viruses, bacteria and mitochondria, which encode several proteins that are read from the shift frame).
-Uniqueness (specificity): a specific codon corresponds to only one amino acid (however, codon UGA in Euplotes crassus encodes two amino acids -cysteine and selenocysteine).
-Degeneracy (redundancy): the same amino acid can have multiple codons. -Versatility: the genetic code works in the same manner in organisms of different levels of complexity -from viruses to humans (that is the basis for genetic engineering techniques).
-Immunity: mutation nucleotide substitutions that do not result in a change of the class encoded amino acids are referred to as conservative; mutation nucleotide substitutions resulting in a change of amino acid encoded by class are spoken of as radical.
-Punctuation: triplets undertake function of punctuation.
Also known is a circle picture of codons ( Figure 1 ).
The coincidence or not?
The positions of Start and Stop codons in the circular presentation diagram of codons ( Figure 1 ) coincide with the respective positions of the Chinese meridians in the daily circulation, which are associated with the Liver (LR) meridian (Chinese Wood Element) and the meridians of Urinary Bladder (BL) and Kidneys (KI) (Chinese Element of Water). The respective colors of the Chinese Elements are as follows: -Wood Element (red) = Yin Fire (Heart -HT -yellow) + Yang Fire-Minister (Triple Energizer, Blood -TEpurple); -Fire Element (yellow) = Yang Wood (Gall Bladder -GB -green) + Yin Wood (Liver -LR -red); According to the theory of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), any process begins with the Element of Wood: it is a manifestation of the initial phase of any developing process. At the same time, any process in conformity with Chinese philosophy ends with the Water Element: it is the phase of demolition and destruction [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Thus, we may suggest that there are some associations of the initial and the terminal triplets with the proper Elements on the basis of similarity of the Five Elements diagram (Figure 2 ) and the sector-related scheme of codons ( Figure  1 ). Moreover, we can identify the frequencies which are triggering the start and end process of the DNA replication (bands of red and blue frequencies in the visible light spectrum, accordingly).
Nevertheless, we need to obtain an additional evidence for the relationship between the Nitrogenous bases and the Chinese Elements.
Let us address another interpretation of the daily circulation of the Elements, which is known in Tibetan and Chinese medicines (the colors of the Elements are given in accordance with the diagram based on the Doppler effect model in Figure 2 herein).
Considering Figure 3 , the sectors of the Earth Element can be removed at all (they stipulate only a border between the other four Elements). In doing so, the remaining four Elements will take one of four quadrants of the circle. Due to the Doppler effect, each quadrant has certain frequency properties under the action of the force vector (the purple arrow on the right in Figure 3 ).
Taking into account the disposition of Elements in Figure 3 and comparing the position of Start and Stop codons in Figure 1 , we can establish the correlation between the Nitrogenous bases and the Chinese Elements in the following order: -Uracil (Thymine) (U) -Water Element, -Cytosine (C) -possibly Liver (Wood Element) inside Fire Element.
Because the pairing requirements imposed by the DNA double-chain Green sectors are Earth element position structure are strict, each Nitrogenous base will pair only with its complementary base so that we obtain the following: -Uracil (U) is bonded with Adenine (A), and -Cytosine (C) is bonded with Guanine (G). This relation also can be detected between the opposite meridians in the daily circulation shown in Figure 2 above. This association is described by the known acupuncture rule "NoonMidnight", and it establishes the YinYang balance at each moment. From the above mentioned, we may determine some relations between two other Nitrogenous bases and Chinese Elements: -Adenine (A) is associated with the Fire Element; -Guanine (G) is referred to the Metal Element. Or the correlation can be represented in the graphical form as illustrated in Figure 4 below herein.
Correlation between the natural frequencies of the Nitrogenous bases and the phases of the Doppler's effect cycle
The correlation between the Nitrogenous bases and the definite Chinese Elements is stipulated by similar natural frequencies, where each frequency is belonging to the definite phase of the physical process arising due to Doppler's effect, when the stream of Ether flows around the rotating Earth.
Let's study the band of frequencies changes in each phase of the Doppler cycle as shown in Figure 5 below herein. The higher the pressure of the medium, the greater the value of natural oscillations of the medium (the particles within the space collide more frequently). The relationship between the frequency and the pressure of the Ether can be described by the same formula as the sound pressure: P = 2 . π . f . ρ . c . A where: P -maximum acoustic pressure; f -frequency; с -velocity of the sound; ρ -density of the medium; A -amplitude of the medium oscillation. The fact that the Ethereal medium carries vibrations in accordance with the acoustic laws was reported by Nikola Tesla:
"The so-called Hertz waves are still considered a reality proving that light is electrical in its nature, and also that the Ether is capable of transmitting transverse vibrations of frequencies however low. This view has become untenable since I showed that the universal medium is a gaseous body in which only longitudinal pulses can be propagated, involving alternating compressions and expansions similar to those produced by sound waves in the air. Thus, a wireless transmitter does not emit Hertz waves which are a myth, but sound waves in the Ether, behaving in every respect like those in the air, except that, owing to the great elastic force and extremely small density of the medium, their speed is that of light... " [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
That is the reason why the lower pressure curve in Figure 6 , depending on the phase of the Doppler cycle, takes the form similar to that of the graph of air pressure change in a cylinder of an air compressor, constructed on the basis of the crank kinematics:
This is because the compressor crank mechanism causes changes in the dynamic pressure in the cylinder by the Doppler effect law as a result of converting the rotational motion to the linear one as illustrated below in Figures 7 and 8 .
Thus, the nature of the Ether pressure changes as a result of the Doppler effect will cause a series of resonance activation of Nitrogenous bases in DNA during the regular rotation cycles (circulation). This will be followed by a hierarchical sequence of natural frequencies of the bases in ascending order as follows:
Proportions and nominal values thereof will be discussed further therein.
A hypothesis on the origin of the natural frequencies of Nitrogenous bases
It is known from biochemistry that purine and pyrimidine bases (uracil, thymine, cytosine, adenine and guanine) are aromatic heterocycles. The aromatic heterocycles are planar ring systems which contain atoms of oxygen, sulfur and nitrogen instead of one or more carbon atoms. The heterocycles are called aromatic due to the fact that they meet all the criteria inherent in any aromatic system, namely: -The system is cyclic. -The cycle is planar.
-There is a conjugation of electron conductivity over the cycle. It is possible to smooth any delocalization of p-electrons in the entire system, thanks to the non-hybridized p-orbitals.
-The p-number of delocalized electrons participating in the conjugation, in agreement with Hückel's rule, is 4n + 2, where n is an arbitrary natural number including 0, that is responsible for aromaticity of compounds of this sort. The foregoing suggests that the Nitrogenous bases in question represent a molecular oscillation circuit, wherein a heterocycle is a flat inductor, and the place of its connection to the ribose or deoxyribose molecule creates a capacitance (it works like a capacitor):
Depending on parameters of heterocyclic inductance (L) of a Nitrogenous base and capacitive coupling (C) with ribose, the entire system will possess some resonance (natural frequency) due to some free electrons, which are available in the system [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The resonant frequency of the heterocycle (nitrogen base) is calculated by the formula:
In Figure 9 below the locations of forming a capacitor in a hypothetical molecule oscillator circuit (resonator) of Nitrogenous bases are shown with red arrows.
Where does the spiral come from?
Which structure in physics has the same structure as the DNA? On the basis of what is possible to study the formation of spiral? -This stationary vortex trail that is formed in the turbulent region. It has been discovered during the experimental observation, and there are some attempts to describe it [18] . One of the known natural phenomena of the spiral formation (Karman path) is a giant vortex street in the clouds, formed when the wind flows around the island Robinson Crusoe (satellite view): The reason for the appearance of a vortex street is sparse density caused due to the flow around an object. Depending on the viscosity of the medium and the flow velocity, a group of vortices comes into being, which combines into a vortex spiral. A spiral vortex tube automatically organizes a channel, which pumps the medium from the outer radius to the sparseness zone directly behind the streamlined object ( Figure 11 ). In Figure 11 red color marks the top (closest to the viewer) parts of the spiral, and blue color is used to mark the lower parts, respectively. Three blue arrows behind the streamlined object show the dissipation (spraying) process of the substance coming from the vortex tube into the sparse area.
Thus, the appearance of a spiral is the nature's way to compensate for the difference between the Etheric pressure behind the object and that of external medium. The phenomenon of life uses the spiral just to produce its own structures. The flat conductive rings of Nitrogen bases are "mounted" on the spiral in the manner as it is dictated by the local distribution heterogeneity in the space on the basis of resonance relations. That is why the appearance of the DNA helix is impossible without a "primer": it's a short nucleic acid fragment, which in the intercellular laminar flow of liquids forms a spiral vortex and determines the parameters of the initial growth of chain of triplets. As the spiral tube is formed, standing waves start their oscillations (Figu re 12).
Obviously, the rings of nitrogen bases, mounted on the tube spiral vortex, generated by the primer, will be a sort of the organ registers, exciting certain frequencies of Ether vibrations inside the vortex tube. This "music" is required to be synchronized with the main part of the whole body: a dynamic Ethereal structure of waves in the organism at each moment of existence. In the truest sense, the DNA spiral is a special cavity for Ethereal sound waves in the body.
External environment change signals of Ether pressure at a certain time and at predetermined intervals of time activate natural vibrations of the vortex tube, trigger a self-oscillating process in the circuits of Nitrogenous bases, and make all the DNA helix to emit the desired "melody". The music is designed to create a field of standing waves in the body as the basis for activating of normal vibrations of acid-base balance for the purposes to provide the normal course of metabolic processes. The wave nature of the DNA was found and is studying for a long time by Peter Garyaev in his theory of linguistic-wave genome theory (http:// www.wavegenetic.ru) [19] .
Correlation of DNA triplets with the daily activity of Chinese meridians
In our article "The Elements of life" (http://pulse-academy.org/files/TheElementsOfLifeEN.pdf) we have represented the rationale for the activity of so-called meridians in Chinese medicine as a result of existence of medium frequency patterns on the Earth's surface that have arisen due to the Doppler effect in the incoming flow of Ether.
Here is a daily chart of a frequency distribution associated with the activity of the meridians (Figure 13) .
Colors in Figure 13 should be regarded as a specific frequency range. In accordance with Figure 4 , where we have assigned definite colors (natural frequencies ranges) to Nitrogenous bases, a scheme of the daily activity of Chinese meridians in association with the above mentioned bases is represented in Figure 14 . In Figure 14 , each of the two-hour periods of the meridians (Shi periods in Chinese Medicine) is divided into one hour time slots, the colors (vibrations) of which are compared with the respective colors (vibrations) of Nitrogenous bases following the principle to form the meridian frequency (in the range of colors). Thus, the frequencies of Uracil (U) and Cytosine (C) can synthesize the frequency of the Kidney (KI) meridian; Adenine (A) and Guanine (G) can produce the frequency of the Heart (HT) meridian and so on.
Distribution of Nitrogenous bases between the meridians shows that there are two equal periods, which provide the compliance with the normal sequence -C-A-G-U-C-A-... (this is the order of the Elements by the rule of mutual generation in Chinese philosophy, and, from the point of view of physics, it is a sequence of changes in frequency patterns as a result of the continuous repetition of frequency patterns due to Doppler effect in the onflowing Ether).
Conventionally, the night period begins at 17.00 and it lasts until 05.00 am. The period starts with Uracil (U) and ends with Guanine (the G): totally, there are three full groups of normal sequences of bases (Fig. 14) which fit in this period of time.
At the same time, we should understand that a combination of Uracil vibrations (U) with those of Cytosine (C) gives a violet vibration of Fire Minister (a combination of blue and red bands), and the combination of Adenine (A) and Guanine (G) produces Green vibration of the Earth (a combination of the yellow and blue frequencies). So, we can see a cyclical process of changing in the acid-alkaline balance of the medium properly activated by the meridians. In Figure 14, in the conditionally accepted Night period, the liquids of the system are shifted towards the alkaline side (this group is represented by the Heart (HT), Gall bladder (GB), Lung (LU). The shift towards the acid direction is produced by the Kidney (KI), Triple Energizer (blood -TE), Liver (LR) meridians. From the viewpoint of cell metabolism, it has the meaning on which side of the cell membrane the acidic or alkaline pattern is formed. Anabolic state is accompanied by the alkaline extra cellular medium at acidic contents of the cell (the cell in this case draws electrons inside for production of reduction reactions).
Catabolic phase of the cell is inversed to anabolic state in terms of polarity of acidic and alkaline media with respect to the cell membrane and the predominance of negatively charged radicals within the cells increase intracellular oxidative activity of the cells through activation of reactive oxygen species.
In accordance with postulates of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Yang is an external, but Yin is an internal form of any event. Therefore, the above described acid-base patterns should be considered in terms of their location in relation with the cells membranes.
In this case, the acid state of the Kidneys (KI) means anabolism; alkaline condition of the Heart (HT) should be treated as catabolism; acid state of the Triple Energizer (Blood -TE) should be classified as catabolism; alkaline condition of Gall bladder (GB) should be considered as anabolism; acid state of the Liver (LR) should be regarded as anabolism, and alkaline state of Lungs (LU) should be viewed as catabolism. As can be seen, each pair of the meridians, organizing an individual specific Element in a series of daily circulation in Chinese philosophy, is in the similar metabolic phase. At the same time, there is a change of metabolic phases in a successive transition from one Element to another: the metabolic activity of the pair Heart (HT) -Triple Energizer (TE) is replaced by anabolic activity of the pair of Gall bladder (GB) -Liver (LR) and so on, except for the pair of systems Large Intestine (LI) -Lungs (LU) and Urinary bladder (BL) -Kidney (KI), which will be discussed below.
Let's continue consideration of Figure 14 given herein below:
At the moments 05:00 and 17:00 there is a rupture of the normal order of the activity of Nitrogenous bases: the system of Large Intestine (LI) has the same pair of Nitrogenous bases: A (Adenine) -G (guanine) as it is the case in the conjugated system -Lung (LU). It means that there is a complete resonance of alkaline medium patterns between the Large Intestine systems (LI phase of anabolism) and Lungs (LU -phase of catabolism). It maximizes the mutual compensation of metabolic phases within the overall alkalinity.
Similar metabolic compensation takes place at the evening starting at 17:00 between systems Urinary Bladder (BL -catabolic phase) and Kidney (KI -phase of anabolism), but within the overall acidification (the metabolic activity of the Uracil (U) and Cytosine (C)).
Thus, if we impose the locations of the Elements from Figure 4 on the structure shown in Figure 14 , we obtain the inner meaning of each Element in terms of the sequence of Nitrogenous bases.
In addition to the schemes indicated in Figure 4 and Figure 14 , we can apply another rule, which determines the internal content of the Elements. This rule is observed in the structure of the meridians of Zi-Wu-LiuZhu cycle -method of Chinese chronopuncture [20] , When the activity of any meridian begins with its root Qi (Qi in this case is considered as the Element of the lower level in the hierarchy), it also ends up in "the point of reunification" ( "meeting trunks"). Accordingly, therefore, the Elements in Figure 14 Here is a detailed schedule of daily circulation of the meridians, where triplets are embedded in accordance with mentioned terms and rules ( Figure 15) . As the above table shows, in 24 hours we have 120 segments of 12 minutes duration each. The Zi Wu Liu Zhu methodology of chronopuncture has also suggested division of each cycle exactly into 120 segments, 5 segments inside each hour of the daily circulation. The sequence of 120 segments consists of periods of the Elements Wood, Fire, Metal and Water, and they take 25 12-minute segments each. But each the Earth and Fire-Minister Elements have periods of only 10 segments.
Each Element is divided into 5 or 2 groups (a group consists of 5 segments) -they are represent Elements of Direct association of four Nitrogenous bases with the twelve meridians of Chinese medicine At present time, genetics do not see any difference between the qualities of Nitrogenous bases, depending on their position in the triplet. However, such a connection is obvious: the first bases in the triplets have a lower natural frequency, and therefore the phase of their activity shown in the diagram in Figure 15 has a longer period in order to ensure the continuity of the process corresponding to the vibrations of the relevant Element.
Apparently, during the process of "mounting" of Nitrogenous bases on the vortex spiral, the molecular resonant capacitor circuit between Nitrogen base and carbohydrate-phosphate skeleton, takes a certain value that is dictated by Ether pressure of the external medium. Therefore, each Nitrogen base in the chain of DNA structure can participate in three different types of vibrations linked each with another by resonance relations.
Let's try to establish the position of each system (meridian) in a full set of Nitrogenous bases, created by the principle of positioning in the triplet. We will use the rule of Yin and Yang, which says that Yin has lower (slower) frequency char- In Figure 24 we see relations between meridians as it was discovered at our previous work http:// pulse-academy.org/files/ActionPotentialEN2.pdf, where the four types of pulses have been detected. These four pulses are associated with the simultaneous activity of еру following meridians:
(1) -Liver, Pancreas, Kidneys; (2) -Pericardium, Heart, Lungs; (3) -Large Intestine, Small Intestine, Triple Energizer; (4) -Gall bladder, Stomach, Urinary bladder It is evident that in Figure 25 the disposition of the meridians by the diagonal is in the order of the mutual birth of Elements for even (red arrows) and odd (blue arrows) systems of the meridians (please refer to Fig.  13 above) in daily circulation.
Thus, the scheme of the meridians disposition in Figure 16 confirms that there is some regularity shown in clauses a,b,c and d. It may entitle us to make a conclusion that the table of the correlation between Nitrogenous bases and vibrations of the meridians from Chinese philosophy has been established correctly.
Conclusion
The represented model of the Nitrogenous bases activity during the daily circulation of the Doppler patterns can be used for the following applications: -Managing of daily biorhythms with help of acid-base peculiarities of Nitrogenous bases; -Diet managing of metabolic balance by correct prescription of 20 essential amino-acids; -Purposeful use of 60 Wushu points to correct the energy balance of the body with the help of acupuncture at any time without the risk of side effects; -In future development of technologies will be targeted at correction of genetic defects.
Naturally, the effective result cannot be reached if it is not based on an adequate assessment of the organism by special spectroscopic methods, one of which is the Pulse Metabolic Analysis (PMA) invented by Pulse Academy.
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